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ZEN is Meditation. 
ARCHY is Social Order, 

Universal reprint 
rights granted. 

ZENARCHY is the Social order which springs from Meditation. 
AS a doctrine, it holds Miversal Enlightenmen’ 

to abolition of the State. 
After which the State will inevitably vanish. 
Or ~~ that failing ~~ nobody will give a dam. 

"Having said that zen study is knowing yourself, 
In america you have democracy, which means for yot 
people, by the people, and for the people. I in m 
democracy to Japan. You cannot have democracy unt: 
selves. The Chinese said that government is umnect 
right. When people know themselves and have their 
do not need government, Otherwise they are just a 

t a prerequisite 
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n government of the 
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ruled. Cn the other hand, when rulers do not know 
‘push the people around, When you do not mew your 
self with other people. Zen study is just a matte 
own feet on the ground." 
(from MATTER OF ZEN by Paul Wienpahl, New York 

STONED SERMON #1: Dogents Hole 
ing as little as possible to do with the 

Dogents spledid Way of Buddhas and Patriarchs, 
‘So when one of his followers accepted for his 

by the Master from the monastery. 
Moreover, Dogen ordered the portion of floor 

customarily sat in Zazen torn out -- and in the e 
had his students dig a six-foot-deep hole. 

Zenarchy is new in name alone, Not only is it 
America which has grown to flower over the recent 
everybodys pot -- it is the heretofore nameless 
back through the zen Tradition, weaving with deli 
and out of the various sects and schools =~ slappi 
Enperor here, rejecting a high office there, t 

. <Koan at a bureaucrat.elsewhere -- and coming to 
original True Words of Laotzu (from a translation 
WU-WEI by Dwight Goddard, Thetford, Vermont, 1939 

When the world yields to the princ 

themselves, they 
elf, you busy your- 
of getting your 

h beneath it he 

the Bastard Zen of 
decades in nearly 

streak that Zig-Zags 
rious defiance in, 
ing the face of an 
ing a rule-blasting 
st finally in the... 
in LAOTZU'S TAO AND 

}3 
iple of Tao, 

its race horses will be used to haul manure; 
when the world ignores Tao, war ho 
pastured on the public common, 

Nonetheless, there was never a greater Zenarch: 

rses are 

ist than Old Dogen 

zenji -~ for in that astounding hole of his can be found a monument 
to Freedom as enduring as the very Void. 

world of men and Buddhas, But then his Compassi 
monk was no doubt boundless, as befits an Enligh 

Such gentle tolerance as he displayed is a zion in the 
thi 

iv lish for +t 
Zs, too 
he foo 

ened one,



I You CAN MEDITATE THE WHOLE DANY cHROU-UGH, 

wen YOU HAVE A PLas7ye Gua? \ ore? 

PLACE WIM IN THE CORNER oF YOUR 

Pi uG HIM IN AND Hozp Your HAT! 

He’Le TELL YOU JUST WHERE 

It’s AT hy 5U 
\NITH THE BES7 ADVICE 
WILL Have EVER “AAD! 
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Playboy een, eee Abighivan Ave 
Chicago, Illinois 60611 

Please send copy of free booklet, “The Mas- 
tery of Life,” which I shall read as directed. 
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NOTICE 

Recently various individuals have brought to my attention certain 
efforte on the part of Harold Weisberg, vanity-press Warren Report 
critic and self-appointed* investigator in the Garrison probe. As these 

_. doings would seem to have considerable relevance to my defense in a 
perjury charge which has been filed against me by the New Orleans 
District Attorneys office, I would 1 to find out more about them, 

Apparently Mr. Weisberg has lately engaged himself in a letter~ 
writing campaign to authors, editors, | other media people prone to 

of his most frequent claims in these letters seems to be that 
last November he went to t lengths" to get in touch with me in 
an effort, one would have it, to be absolutely fair 
going overboard in an all-out drive at falee incrimination (an activity 
which contributed DIRECTLY to ny arrest). a : 

Yet my home address was available to Mr. Weisberg through a number 
of sources and he did not so mch as drop me a postcard, Instead, he 

- deliberately alienated me by entering the place of papLoyment of Clint 
Bolton, a friend of mine in New Orleans, with one of Garrison's men in 
tow -- and with none other than Barbara Reid at his side, vf 

Barbara Reid is a French Quarter woman who since! shortly after the | 
JFK assassination has been spreading the opinign that I played a major 
role in her personal version of the conspiracy. Her arguments rest on 
her claim to certainty of having seen me with Lee Harvey Oswald in a bar 
called the Bourbon House in September of 1963 -- at about the time she 
was boasting in that same establishment of having committed murder with 
a Voodoo doll, producing the doll from her purse for the benifit of 
startled listeners. . ) 

As my trial will prove conclusively, Barbara Reid -~ despite very 
recent denials ~- has been seriously representing herself as a possessor 
of Secret Powers and as a witness to Historic ~— a number of 

: ars e : 

Further, she is a long-time friend of at least one member of Garrison's 
staff -~- a man who also just so happened to knew both Perry Raymond Russo 
and David Ferrie before the probe started, - 

‘One of Barbara‘a more recent involvements was with the New Orleans 
branch of a cult containing avowed Inciferians and Satanists, the co~ 
founder of which has argued that Hitler was okay because Hall the Jews 
in Hitler’s Germany walked inte the R pod ovens becaus 
so," expressing that groupts convic that evil on 
who unconsciously want to be hurt or destroyed, 

After Harold Weisberg's bizzare appearance, my end Mrs Bolton 
wrote me an open letter in his newspaper colum, detailing the incident. . 

* Many people may be surprised to learn that Mr. Weisberg is self- 
appointed, particularly those who have received letters from him on 
‘DA's office stationery — but my Lawyer has a letter from none other 
than Assist. DA Alcock, assuring us that Weisberg has 
with Garrison's office,
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tic diatribe -. ex~ 
Z, Hemingway-brand 

\ jad ed anyone on the 
I camot imagine him 

dependable standard of 

semi-retired newsman. He has never to my knowledge basis of either racial er ethnic backgrounds, amd 
ever doing so ~~ he measures men by the far more what they drink, | 

One of Harold's techniques is to lie, and then qualify his lie, and 
then ‘dizqualify the qualification by s what -~ when checked against the facts|-~ amomts to nothing but so misleading and senseless 
verbiage. He demonstrated this technique beautifully in the Jue 28 - July 4 1968 issue of OPEN CITY (4369 Melrose, Les Angeles 90029): 

-<— 
getting Corfimiunist - literature’ operily in the mail (and the 
officers telling the enlisted: men to. forget about it,} a. mal 

outfit )s- His -‘testimoniy ‘before: the: War 
ren: Commission is subject to the: kind of. misintérpretation 
he offers you and your readers if. one has that intent, for. 
hedoés /refee' to a “rumor,” -However, at ‘the bottom of - 
page 84 of ¥ XP Of the hear ings,-after sweating that Oswald had workéd in'the "security files” (another nei “kind 

rifle ( assignment for "Communists", when’ asked, -. 
*a level of clearance-<," he: interrupted to . 

bly: 4 ‘secret clearance would be required, “. A 

in question: 

td, I 

Bee 3 

It is also werth no that I did not say that I thought Oswald was a “Commmist" at the time I knew him, (I said I thought he was "idle in his admiration" of the Soviet system =~ y after his de. fection try, or whatever it was, did I conclude that he actually took fo erzim seriously enough to put his whole Life on the line or even _te go out of his way for | philesophical tullesession Marxiam -~ I 

clearence TO MY KNOWLEDGE, 
Nor were Oawald amd I stationed together in anything remotely akin te “a U-2 unit.” (Have you ever seen a Ue2 over ange County, Calif.7) Overseas, at Atsugi, there were U-2s -- but all } ' were ordered to stay away from the U-2 hangars and not te even “gee' the airplanes take off amd land. Thatts hew close either of us ever came to being in “a U~2 unit" .. something Weis well knows, too, 



Oswald and I were never stationed overseas together --~ AND THUS, TO~ GETHER, WE WERE NEVER WITHIN THOUSANDS AND THO . OF MILES OF "a U-2 unit,” much leas in one, together or separately. 

Finally, I did not call cawald a Commmist., I an not the kind of person who goes around Red-baiting, Oswald i TOOK a reference of mine as indicative that I thought he was a Commmist, and because of that ~~ in the short time before I left the outfit -. we ¢ not speak to each other again, 

My Warren Comiss . 
26 volumes put out by the Comaission, 

THESE TWO MEN. (It is also revealing te read the tatements quoted in the “Addendum" of the "press release" in their full context. ) 

Weisberg has hinted darkly that he has "evidence," the nature of which otiers cannot Inow, convince neing him of my guilt -~ in lettere to those with which all dlse has failed, : : 

r. Harold wisberg I urge anyone who is contacted in the future by 
ep in mind that he has played an impertant and 

3 sxoneration bring his 
ag an accepted Warren Report critic to a justly disreputable 

end -- but, as Mr, Weisberg is keenly aware, a large portion of the 
funds raised as one result of publicity concerning my 
AH INDEPENDENT INVESTIGATION OF THE CIRCUMSTANCES mA 

To those possessing any aiditional information ng Harold 
Weish Ld efforts te thrart my freedon of expression; 1 ¢ be most 
grateful te receive it on whatever terms of confid ce are mitually 
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KARMIC COLLAGE: ‘The Weird Way To Nowhere 

ed into the A year ago 1 jumped out of bed one night & das ” 
boldly across a diningroom of our 77th St. house in L.A. to scr 

sheet of typing paper: ZENARCHT ! 

I nearly always think of great titles first & . then do poems, 
articles, stories, or books every to go w/them -- 
outasight name for a journal, s¢ so I figured to play 

Editors are dedicated, 
I saw myself practically living in a tiny off 

the Pairfax. 7 

I had flyers printed up at the Tarot Castle & an ads for my’ 
rel ious literary publication of political necropi , 

get free space. I promised a sporadical lagazine (at $1. for ' a. 
few issues & $5 for many) that would examine mind ‘blowing as anos. 
Anarchist tactic, Universal Enlightaent as the prerequisite to 
abolition of authority, the organic nature of the Voluntary Society, 
opposition to the State as a Zen discipline, ete. 

Some people even sent me a buck, To them I say now: SULPLISE! 
And -~ so solly fol the deray, but a stlange thing happen to me on 
the way to pless. (And this is net quite the ZENARCHY I once had: in 

. mind -- which only preves it is a zen world.) ae 

My Big Inspirations seem always to come in runs 
irksome when they seem also to negate each other. 

The wilderness is the Universal Livingroom: 
morning shortly after sunrise when three of us sat i 
grotto at the base of the big reck at the curve the ‘road as you. 
come down from the ridge above ‘Tuma Canyon, on 2 side amay from - 
the sea, _ : ; 

Below us was a brook w/a ready-made meditation spot for some 
Darumae Above me, through the ferns, was Foust, grinning from back 
into the centuries as one brother te another, as always. Indian’ . 
Sylvia sat at the top of the gorge on a stone ~~ w/her Buddha. smile. 

My first thought was to get a 100-Lb, bag of brown rice & study 
up on edible wild plants & go live in the vicinity of the waterfall 
up behind where Strawberry Fields used to be. Bat the only caves I 
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could find weren't very big & my wife thought it was a stupid idea. 
So I got more realistic, but no less resolute. We would get out 

of the city. Cities are prisons -- ugly places, hells which corrupted 
men have created for their own damnation, 

But you dontt get out of prisons easy. 

do Lawrence of Arabia things, or be a cantankes pus old prospector in 
search of the Loat Dutchman, or play Moses ~~ it just wasn't what I 
wanted (but someplace w/ferns & creek, cheap ~» &/no power games from 
Jehovah). 

. Now Itm sitting at the kitchen table of a $16 
in a rural district on the outskirts of Tampa, Fla. 
crickets has passed & I'm now writing what is to be, among other 
things, a letter to my friends, 

This isn*t exactly an epistle from the wilderness, loves, but since 
October I*ve had enough country to know I want more, further out — & 
as soon as the. -Garri Bommer (about which more pe low) is over, ittll 
probably be a once~around the U.S. to visit -« ering for awhile, 
no doubt -~ & then into the wilds of some otiter land, where Ominous 
Grime Laws & Goosestepping Garrisonites & their like (on the left & 
Right), & things like securing the Bapire, do not make hectic all the 
day =~ because Ive still: got inside-me stuff to|be doing, along w/ 
pitching Yin Revolution from exile. (So, anyhow, goes the plan.) 

On 9 January of this year the Jolly Green F tein Monster 
announced in public that I hai been “seen closely associated" w/tee 
Oswald (whom I Imew in 1959 in the service) in New Orleans in 1963. 

i was summoned to appear before his Orleans sh Grand Jory 
where I quite naturally & truthfully denied the le matter & on 21 
February, by way of gratitude for my reluctant but complete co~operat- 
ion, he charged me w/perjury on a simple bill of information (which 
was then misrepresented to the press as a grand jury indictment) & 
issued a monstrosity of deception, paranoia, & character assassinat~- 
ion in the form of a “press release" ~- a full copy of which I did 
not e to obtain until some weeks back (& more about which 
elsewhen).« 

My many close friends have stuck by me, w/out so much ag a single 
solitary exception «- & that sert of makes it all worth it. Thank you 
more than I can say w/out sounding corny. 

Some w/whom I am not se intimately acquainted ~~ but whe palm theme 
selves off in the world as champions of justice & enemies of power ~~ 
have answered my sometimes frantic letters w/baffling silences, But 
this:, too, is of value ~- far in future times y the chips are really 
down all around, wetll know beforehand that 75.9% of the Great 
American Underground is made up of sell-outs, f , hucksters, 



een oe ef r otyle without believing what he says. You | that style." 

ar interested, Those whe want to make absolutely s 
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insane paranoide, shifty cowards, & powerfreaks -- most of whom nuture 
x the ‘Establisheent pic is not bie cacugs Ge eir particul. 

slice ‘of. the Establishment pie is not bi enough 
is what the dissent is. all. about. --,& 20,0ne was m . 
learn it than this one. . 2 rae | 

But. cop-out crusaders .no..longer. di: ; 
shock, & ‘they! have no Place: tay. karass. 

he, indexed ‘the’ 26 volumes & ‘wrote AESSO oT 
THE FACT, ork  $uogcoo for Legal expenses & has :pre ¢ 
moral supporte MeSe Arnoni of MINORITY OF ONE has also ‘chipped mae 
my defense fund, sent an encouraging note, & given publicity in the 
form of one of Mrs. ‘Meagher? s letters, watch he published, John Bryan, 
editor of OPEN CITY, put my story on his front page under the headline: 

. IS JIM GARRISON OUT OF HIS MIND? ~~ a gutsy move in the Garrisonitus- 
ridden L.A, underground. Ralph Ginzburg of AVANT GARDE recently paid 
me double the agreed-to guarantee amount when the passing of events 

' ebsoleted a piece Id written for him on my nigh in New Orleans. 
The Alliance of Libertarian activists has rushed to my aid w/all 

the characteristic vigor of true radicalism, w/P blicity & fund 
or Aarion besides, FREE TRADE ran etin on my arrest & the 
F/ACTION etin gave the case sympathetic pebl city, also. 

And Robert Anton Wilson, who specializes bertarian/authoritar- 
ig semantie implications, said something in a letter that was not 
only heartening to the extreme, but mind blowing: "Keep me informed, 
and if you want me to sign a character reference or anything like that 

. ZL will, on the principle that (even more than the evidence) convinced 
* ge o£ Bart Vanzettits innocence: nobody can write with a certain kind 

woierihe be yon woo do net know me from Adams bastard brother & are 
it is a : st journal & an open 

- o ed column for editors who want to carry it (on 
~ ‘either. a a golee or every-little-once=in-avhile basis) as such, Copies 

of this first edition are being sent to all who mig 

future editions might send me some self-addressed, 6¢ (not, airmail, 
please) stamped envelopes. Address; Kerry Thornley, 726 S. 51st Stes 

vie te FA 33619. (Paid & exchange ZENARCHY subscribers need not sweat 
he. se) . 

AM 
¥ 

- Back before I got transferred to MACS=9 & b a "Marine Corps 
buddy" of Lee Oswald, I was in the same outfit "T infinitesimal sgt.



A BULLETIN TO ALL "RIGHTWING. ANARCHISTS" AND OTHER LIBERTARIANS 

(Universal reprint rights cranted.) 

In October of 1967, months before I was "hereby commanded" to 
go to New Orleans and testify in the Garrison probe, Jim Garrison 
told a friend of mine that he “fully understood" my Libertarianism; 
And notwithstanding his resort to the use of coercive State powers, 
Mr. Garrison has styled himself "a ec-servative Libertarian" and | 
Said that his sympathies are always + th the individual against the 
State, ; 

In November of 1967 Garrison charged privately that I worked for 
the CIA and had also worked for racistic Conservative, Kent Cow-tney - 
not mentioning that my employment for Mr. Courtney had been an 
assignment from a temporary employment agency l that it had lasted 
only a few days in 1961 or *62 and that it had turned me off of 
Conservatism quite thoroughly, ‘ 

When I went to New orleans to testify, itr. Andy “Muemu" Scianbra 
.the investigator assigned to my case, characterized me as “some kind 
of rightwinger."" Assistant DA Jim Al::ock once revealed that he 
thought it credible that I may have at one time worked passing out 
leaflets for Birchers, os 

I explained several times to them that I am neither a traditionalist : 
nor a-nationalist nor a racist — tha* I oppose the John Birch Society . 
and what passes today as political Conservatism, I went on to say 
that I am a “rightwinger* in so far as I favor individualism, but 
that my rightism is more anarchistic than authoritarian, ‘They looked 
at me blankly, not seeming to hear, | 

As Richard N, Billings wrote of Garrison in the 22 April 19638 
issue of the Miami HERALD, “He has fired incriminating charges in 
all directions -- at Cuban exiles, neo-Nazis, Southern racists, 
Texas rightwingers, California Birchers == to the point that he 
mist believe the conspirators numbered in the hundreds," After 
my arrest I wondered how the New Orleans DA plamned to cash in on 
my “rightwing” philosophy and at the same time advance the notion 
that. I would have accepted employment from an authoritarian group 
like the CIA or conspired to assassinate a President. with members 
of the reactionary right. I finally concluded that he would either 
have to argue that my social philosophy is a pose, thus undercutting 
the incfiminating value of my being “some kind a rightwinger ,;" -or 
make another basic revision in his "solution" to the assassination. 

_ A Galifornia Conservative named Loran Hall recently went to New 
Orleans and cleared himself with Garrison, While he was there, 
the Lyndon Jolinson of Louisiana obviously gave him the “Garrison. 
treatment." In an interview in the 24 May 1968 issue of the Los: 
Angeles FREE PRESS he reports that Mr. Garrison had “a voice that 
you lnew was that of a man of intelligence and compassion..." 

cipitated by the Fascists anc the rightist anar : 
-actually they are one and the same.” He also says, “I firmly 
believe that the rightist anarchists and the CIA can take over our 
country right now and it would be a Pascist state except for two 
things."* What two things? "They would have to destroy organizat- 
ions such as the John Birch Society and bring discredit upon it... 
The other thing that is in their way is a man, a big man, a giant 

of a man by the name of Jim Garrison..." | ° 

How do you intellectually bridge the KERRY THORNLEY 
gap between individualist anarchism : 59 hoe oko 

the CIA? tr. Hall says, "If the ! 
Government can kill then we have an hel bf 
ananahe _ _ tt 


